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MONTHLY PERFORMANCE PER THEME

MONTH END EXPOSURES

PERFORMANCE IN SHARE CLASS CURRENCY (%)1)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

2019 0.0% -2.6% 0.7% 2.0% 0.7% 0.8%

2020 -2.0% 2.5% 0.3% -5.8% 5.3% -3.5% 1.5% 0.8% -0.9% 3.0% 1.9% 2.6% 5.5%

2021 -5.9% -5.9%

ATTRIBUTION JAN-21

Long attribution 2.2%

Short attribution -8.0%

Net -5.9%

EXPOSURE, MONTH END1)

No of long positions 43

No of short positions 33

Gross exposure 188%

Net exposure 2%

Net fossil fuel exposure -8%

Largest long % NAV 5.9%

Largest short % NAV 9.0%

Top 5 longs % NAV 25%

Top 5 shorts % NAV -30%

Liquidity (0-1 day, 
20% participation) 87%

TOP 3 ABSOLUTE P&L1)

Return on gross exposure of Theme NAV Contribution

Hydrogen 19% 1.6%

Integrated solutions 7% 1.5%

US Integrated services 6% 0.9%

BOTTOM 3 ABSOLUTE P&L1)

Return on gross exposure of Theme NAV Contribution 

Equipment -10% -3.5%

NEX/RES -18% -1.8%

Solar -15% -1.8%

 Coeli Energy Transition Fund (I USD)
 Hedge Fund Research HFRX EH Equity Market Neutral Index

COUNTRY ALLOCATION1) SUB-SECTOR EXPOSURE1)

1) Share Class I USD

 Gross Exposure  Net Exposure  Fossil Fuel Exposure

PERFORMANCE, NET OF FEES EXPOSURE

Gross Net/fossil
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Coeli Energy Transition

FUND MANAGER COMMENTARY

The fund returned -5.9% net of fees and expenses in January. Since inception in August 2019, the fund has returned 0%.

MARKET COMMENT

January was a brutal month for the fund. After the extreme events of 2020, January followed with its own set of 
surprises. Although the broader equity indices ended more or less unchanged on the month, there were large moves 
between sectors. Rotation into cyclicals, a trend from last year, only accelerated as the probability of more fiscal stimulus 
increased when the Democrats won the two Senate run off seats in Georgia. Oil and gas indices did particularly well in 
this rotation rallying more than 20% in the first two weeks. The renewable universe also thrived initially on the news of 
the blue wave.

The fund performed well the first week of the month, but partly due to a couple of idiosyncratic risk events, it was down 
about 2% after three weeks. There were also early signs of what to come as some of our favourite pair trades started 
to perform poorly.

In the last week of the month, the fund was hit by a massive market de-grossing that was even faster than at the peak 
of the pandemic in March last year. The key trigger was the force of retail investors collaborating on social media to 
squeeze shorts in companies where hedge funds had disclosed short positions.

Although relatively few hedge funds were involved in the squeezed names, contagion was almost instant. Goldman 
Sachs’ basket of most shorted stocks rallied 98%, a number never seen before and handily eclipsing the 77% peak in 
June 2020 and 72% in March 2000. This took down the median short interest in the S&P 500 to around 1.6%, which is 
the lowest it has been since the year 2000.

Retail investors are dominating the equity markets so far this year. According to Goldman Sachs, they have not been this 
active since 1999 and they currently own 36% of the US market vs only about 3% for hedge funds. Moreover, households’ 
equity allocation has not been this high since the tech bubble 20 years ago, according to the federal reserve board.   
Retail trading volumes have also risen significantly and now stands for 25% of total transaction volumes in the US vs 
10% as recent as in 2019.

What is perhaps the most alarming is retail’s use of call options. Single stock call option volumes are up more than 400% 
over the past 3 years and total single stock options volumes are currently more than 120% of total shares volumes. An 
astonishing fact is that as many as 7 out of the 10 largest option volume days in history happened in January this year 
(measured since 1992). A consequence of this levered bet on stocks is that margin debt has increased to roughly the 
same levels as in 2007 and 2000, before the market crashed.

Retail’s increased involvement in the markets is perhaps something that should be expected going forward. What is 
clear is that the new commission free trading apps have certainly made it easier for retail to participate in the markets. It 
has also made it easy to buy and sell options, buy fractional shares, automatically copy successful daytraders’ portfolios 
and share information on social media.

Outside of retail, sentiment also looks stretched in the near term. Citi’s panic/euphoria model of sentiment is well above 
the euphoria during the dot-com bubble. Moreover, BofA’s global fund manager survey in January showed an average 
cash balance that has not been this low since 2011. It is difficult to say what will happen next, but historically when the 
short interest falls to the current levels after a strong short squeeze, less volatility follows and triggers a mean reversion 
in disfavour of the heavily shorted stocks. It remains to be seen if this happens also this time.
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Coeli Energy Transition

FUND PERFORMANCE

January was a difficult month to operate a market neutral fund. Although we were not directly involved in any of the 
squeezed names, we have a short book of about 100% of NAV and with our fundamental approach, we often end up 
owning what becomes crowded positions. In situations with a market driven short squeeze because of de-grossing, we 
are not only losing on the shorts that are being squeezed higher, but as the longs on the other side are scaled down 
simultaneously, we sometimes end up losing on both legs of the trade. This happened in a couple of the themes in 
January and we lost 8% on the shorts and only made 2% on the longs in total.

We grossed down by about 35% percentage points into the month end as a part of our risk management. We reduced 
exposure to the themes which included crowded shorts, but we have not closed any because of this drawdown. We 
do believe fundamentals will play out in the end and feel comfortable with our view of the relative valuation within our 
themes.

The worst performing theme by far this month was “Equipment”, which contributed negatively 3.5% to the NAV. The 
loss was fully attributable to the two shorts, while the four long positions were about flat on the month. The gap in 
fundamental valuation has never been this significant.

Another theme that was also underperforming due to positioning was “Solar” contributing negative 1.8% to NAV. In this 
case there was one short position that accounted for the loss while the key long position Solaredge (SEDG), a leading 
global solar inverter company, was also down and was netted out by the other two shorts and two longs in the theme.

The loss in “Solar” was partly compensated by the theme “Hydrogen”, which was skewed net long vs the net short in 
“Solar”. “Hydrogen” contributed 1.7% to NAV despite large losses the last days of the month.

Another theme that performed well was “Integrated Solutions” contributing 1.5% to NAV. This theme contains only 
European names, which did not suffer the same squeeze tendencies as in the US. Most of the returns were made in the 
three shorts, which are all EPC players for the oil and gas industry, but with a renewable energy image that is fully priced 
in vs peers, we believe. We also made good returns on trading TechnicFMC (FTI) as the company reiterated its plans to 
spin off half of the company.

Finally, our long-held “Climate Champion” theme had one of its few down months in January. However, the large losses 
materialized in the first weeks from idiosyncratic risk events rather than the market squeeze. Orsted, the global leader 
in offshore wind, fell hard on conservative guidance for 2021, while one of the shorts, Naturgy (NTGY) was boosted by 
a bid 20% higher for 23% of the company from IFM Global Infrastructure.

OUTLOOK

The outlook for the energy transition is still very strong, but as mentioned, the stock market might have run ahead of 
itself in the near term. Following the poor performance in January, we will be extra vigilant in our monitoring of risk 
levels between pairs and themes in the event the de-grossing should continue. Nevertheless, we are convinced that our 
universe should provide attractive trading opportunities as the year evolves.

Sincerely, 
Vidar Kalvoy & Joel Etzler
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About The Fund

FUND DETAILS

Assets USD 50m

Inception 16-aug-19

Fund type / Strategy UCITS / Market Neutral equities

Net Exposure Target +/-10%

Liquidity Daily

Target assets Listed equities

Geographical mix ~50% North America, ~50% Europe

Benchmark No benchmark

Management fee 1% p.a. institutional share class / 1.5% retail

Performance fee 20% with high-water mark  (yearly crystallization)

Expected TER 0.2-0.4%

Cut-off 14:00 CET

Pricing Closing price end of day

Share classes SICAV share classes (institutional; GBP, USD and SEK / Retail; SEK)

Minimum investment Institutional USD 1,000,000 / Retail SEK 100

ISIN Code / Bloomberg ticker I USD - COENTIU LX / R SEK - COENTRS LX

Prime Brokers Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc / 
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken (SEB)

Custodian, Listing Agent, Central 
Administration, Registrar and Transfer Agent RBC Investor Services Bank S.A

MARKET NEUTRAL ENERGY EQUITY FUND FOCUSED ON THE ENERGY TRANSITION

Coeli Energy Transition is a market neutral energy equity fund seeking to produce high risk-adjusted returns that are 
uncorrelated to both market and commodity price risk. It aims to take advantage of the increased volatility and dis-
persion in the energy sector caused by the disruption from alternative energy and the shift in public opinion against 
the fossil fuel industry. The fund is committed to have a negative exposure to the fossil fuel industry at all times.

The investment universe consists of energy equities as well as companies in other sectors that are impacted by the 
ongoing energy transition. Geographic focus is North America and Western Europe. The fund’s research process is cen-
tered around a top-down analysis of supply and demand in the sub-sectors, complemented with detailed bottom-up 
analysis to identify winners and losers within the many sub-sectors of the energy sector. The portfolio is generally com-
posed of 60-80 single name equities divided into investment themes and pair trades. It targets a net exposure of +/-10%.

Vidar Kalvoy
Portfolio Manager

Vidar Kalvoy is the lead Portfolio Manager and Founder of Coeli Energy 

Transition. He has more than 20 years’ experience from portfolio management 

and equity research. For nine years, he was responsible for the energy 

investments at Horizon Asset in London, a market neutral hedge fund. Kalvoy 

also has experience from energy investments at another hedge fund in London 

and equity research within the technology sector in Frankfurt and Oslo.

Joel Etzler
Portfolio Manager

Joel Etzler is Portfolio Manager and Founder of the Coeli Energy Transition 

fund and has more than 13 years in the industry, with investment experience 

from both the public and private equity side. Etzler joined Kalvoy at Horizon 

Asset in London in 2012 and spent five years before that within Private Equity 

at Morgan Stanley. Etzler started his investment career within the technology 

sector at Swedbank Robur in Stockholm, 2006.

THE TEAM
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Disclaimer

RISK INFORMATION
The information provided here does not constitute professional financial advice. Past performance is not a guarantee of 
future returns. The price of the investment may go up or down and an investor may not get back the amount originally 
invested. 

An investment decision should be based on information in current prospectus, Key Investor Information Document 
(“KIID”), and most recent published annual and semi-annual reports. These are available at www.coeli.com and can be 
acquired directly from Coeli. For advice regarding investments suitable for your specific situation, please contact your 
financial advisor.
 
DISCLAIMER
This presentation is intended for pure information only and must not be construed as an offering, solicitation or rec-
ommendation to make an investment. The information provided herein does not constitute any professional financial-, 
legal- or tax advice. 
 
This presentation is not intended for distribution in the US or other countries where the content or the distribution may 
be prohibited. Any fund described herein may not be offered or sold to US citizens or residents of the US or to a cor-
porate, partnership or other entity created or organized in or under the law of the US.
 
Although the information has been based on sources deemed be reliable, Coeli cannot guarantee its accuracy and as-
sumes no liability whatsoever for incorrect or missing information nor for any loss, damage or claim arising from the use 
of the information in this presentation.


